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Kate D. <katedahlhausen@gmail.com>

RE: contact info - koala project
Graham Crawford <GrahamC@sfzoo.org> Tue, Sep 20, 2016 at 2:28 PM
To: "Katherine D." <katdah@ucdavis.edu>
Cc: Ellen Williams <EllenW@sfzoo.org>

Hi Katie,

 

Your project has been approved.   We’re you planning to come collect the samples?  How many animals do you want to sample?

 

Here are some comments from the koala curator.   ”………..we just had a researcher collect samples from the koalas, and he
had to stand on the viewing deck for 8 hours and wait for a sample to “appear”. Please advise the student that
the samples may be from overnight, as the koalas are isolated in each room.  Or, they can sit, watch and we’ll
collect in a timely manner for them.

 

If you want fresh samples, you will need to come here and wait.  If overnight will suffice, we can collect the
samples in the am.   We will need the sterile plastic bags. 

 

Please let us know how you would like to proceed.

 

Best,

 

 

Graham Crawford, D.V.M., M.P.V.M.

Chief of Veterinary Services

San Francisco Zoo

One Zoo Road

San Francisco, CA 94132

415-753-7080, ext. 7088 (office)

415-602-1788 (mobile)

415-681-7521 (fax)

 

At the San Francisco Zoo, it's our mission to connect people with wildlife, inspire caring for nature, and advance conservation action.
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From: Katherine D. [mailto:katdah@ucdavis.edu] 

Sent: Friday, September 16, 2016 10:51 AM

To: Graham Crawford

Cc: Ellen Williams

Subject: Re: contact info - koala project

 

Hi Graham,

 

Thank you for sending me that information. I've scanned all of the completed forms, letter from my faculty
advisor, and the CVs of the investigators into a single PDF. Ideally, I would need to collect sample by/on
Monday September 26th.

 

Thank you!

Katie Dahlhausen

 

 

On Fri, Sep 16, 2016 at 10:26 AM, Graham Crawford <GrahamC@sfzoo.org> wrote:

[Quoted text hidden]
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